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Different Levels of the Homeodomain Protein Cut
Regulate Distinct Dendrite Branching Patterns
of Drosophila Multidendritic Neurons

Chaudière and Ghysen, 1987; Blochlinger et al., 1988;
Jarman et al., 1993; Brewster and Bodmer, 1995; Brew-
ster et al., 2001). Despite an apparently common require-
ment for these early acting genes, each of the 15 abdom-
inal da neurons per hemisegment acquires one of four
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types of dendritic arbor morphologies (Grueber et al.,533 Parnassus Avenue, Room U226
2002). These classes (termed classes I–IV) show pro-San Francisco, California 94143
nounced morphological differences, such as progressively
larger dendritic fields and more extensive branching pat-
terns. However, class III neurons have one additionalSummary
feature, namely, numerous short terminal branches ex-
tending from their main dendritic trunks (here we callFunctionally similar neurons can share common den-
these structures “dendritic spikes”). Are these divergentdrite morphology, but how different neurons are di-
dendrite morphologies specified by different intrinsicrected into similar forms is not understood. Here, we
factors? What might such factors be? Are they distinctshow in embryonic and larval development that the
from the proneural and identity selector genes?level of Cut immunoreactivity in individual dendritic

In pursuing these questions, we examined the role ofarborization (da) sensory neurons correlates with dis-
cut because of its expression pattern and function intinct patterns of terminal dendrites: high Cut in neu-
the peripheral nervous system (PNS). cut is expressedrons with extensive unbranched terminal protrusions
in both external sensory (es) organs and at different(dendritic spikes), medium levels in neurons with ex-
levels among the da neurons (Blochlinger et al., 1990).pansive and complex arbors, and low or nondetectable
Loss of Cut activity from es organs causes a morpho-Cut in neurons with simple dendrites. Loss of Cut re-
logic and antigenic switch to a chordotonal (ch) organduced dendrite growth and class-specific terminal
identity (Bodmer et al., 1987) and antigenic changes inbranching, whereas overexpression of Cut or a mam-
da neurons (Brewster and Bodmer, 1995; Brewster etmalian homolog in lower-level neurons resulted in
al., 2001). Chordotonal and es neurons both have single,transformations toward the branch morphology of
unbranched dendrites, but these dendrites differ in theirhigh-Cut neurons. Thus, different levels of a homeo-
fine morphology (Merritt, 1997). The role of Cut in daprotein can regulate distinct patterns of dendrite
neuron morphogenesis, by contrast, is not known. Webranching.
wondered whether da neurons showing high, medium,
or undetectable levels of Cut (Blochlinger et al., 1990)Introduction
correspond to different classes of neurons with distinc-
tive types of dendritic arbors (Grueber et al., 2002). IfThe vast diversity of neuronal morphology underlies the
such a correlation exists, it would bring us to the nextvaried ways that individual neurons receive and transmit
question: do different levels of Cut contribute to mor-sensory and presynaptic inputs (Häusser et al., 2000;
phological distinctions between da neuron dendrites?Jan and Jan, 2001; Scott and Luo, 2001; Vetter et al.,

Here, we report that da neurons showing different2001). Neurons of similar functions often exhibit com-
levels of Cut immunoreactivity, along with those that

mon features of dendritic arborization, allowing their
do not show detectable Cut expression, correlate with

classification based on morphological criteria (Ramon
independently derived morphological classes. Neurons

y Cajal, 1911; Wässle and Boycott, 1991; MacNeil and belonging to a class characterized by short dendritic
Masland, 1998). How different classes of neurons ac- spikes showed uniformly stronger labeling than did neu-
quire their distinct dendritic patterns likely involves both rons with other types of dendritic morphologies. Loss
intrinsic and extrinsic control of branching, growth, and of cut function due to mitotic recombination caused
stabilization (Koester and O’Leary, 1992; Threadgill et morphological defects in all classes that express this
al., 1997). The identities of factors that endow neurons gene and, in particular, caused a loss of spikes from
with their characteristic dendritic arbors are, however, the high-expressing neurons. Conversely, Cut overex-
largely unknown. pression in neurons that show relatively lower levels of

Drosophila dendritic arborization (da) sensory neu- immunoreactivity caused extensive dendrite branching
rons, named for their multiple branched dendrites that and growth of terminal dendritic spikes. These data sug-
innervate the larval epidermis, provide an excellent sys- gest that the level of Cut expressed by different da
tem for exploring the basis of class-specific dendrito- sensory neurons regulates class-specific dendrite mor-
genesis. As with other Drosophila peripheral sensory phogenesis.
neurons, da neurons are born early during embryonic
development (Bodmer et al., 1989) and acquire their Results
proper identities by the activity of proneural genes cod-
ing for basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) proteins and down- Organization of the Drosophila Dendritic
stream identity selector genes including cut (Dambly- Arborization System

Drosophila sensory neurons can be divided into three
major types: external sensory (es), chordotonal (ch)*Correspondence: ynjan@itsa.ucsf.edu
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Figure 1. Development of Different Morphological Classes of da Neurons

(A) The different classes of trunk sensory neurons in Drosophila. Neurons that are the focus of this study are shown in black.
(B) Timeline of the embryonic development of da neurons.
(C–F) Mature morphologies of representative class I (C), class II (D), class III (E), and class IV (F) da neurons with the positions of other same-
class neurons (closed diamonds) in a schematized abdominal hemisegment of the PNS. Note that the typical positions of vdaD and ddaF are
shifted slightly ventral from what was previously reported (Grueber et al., 2002). Dorsal is up and anterior is to the left in all panels.

(both with single dendrites), and multidendritic (md) neu- label subsets of da neurons beginning late in em-
bryogenesis.rons (Bodmer and Jan, 1987). The md neurons are further

subdivided into the dendritic arborization (da) neurons, A characterization of the peripheral dendrite morphol-
ogies of larval da neurons using the MARCM systemthe tracheal dendrite (td) neurons, and the bipolar den-

drite (bd) neurons (Figure 1A; Bodmer and Jan, 1987). (for mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker)
prompted a segregation of the 15 neurons in each ab-The da neurons differ from these other types by having

extensively branched dendrites that innervate the epi- dominal hemisegment into four morphological classes
(classes I–IV; Figures 1C–1F) (Grueber et al., 2002). Todermis. All da neurons are born by 9 hrs after egg laying

(AEL) (Figure 1B) (Bodmer et al., 1989) and soon thereaf- characterize the proneural gene requirements of these
neurons, we introduced the scB57 deficiency into ater begin to project axons toward the ventral nerve cord.

Peripheral dendritogenesis is initiated several hours Gal4109(2)80 background. Loss of proneural genes in the
achaete-scute complex (ASC) eliminated class II, III, andlater, at around 13 hr AEL (Figure 1B) (Gao et al., 1999).

The extension and branching of these nascent dendrites IV da neurons, and at least one of the dorsal class I
da neurons (likely ddaD; data not shown). As showncan be followed in living embryos using the Gal4-UAS

binary expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) previously, the atonal-dependent vpda neuron was un-
affected (Jarman et al., 1993). Remaining in the dorsalto express GFP (and variants such as mCD8::GFP) in all

or specific subsets of da neurons. In this study, we have cluster were the amos-dependent dorsal bipolar den-
drite neuron (Huang et al., 2000), an as yet unidentifiedused either elav-Gal4 or Gal4109(2)80 (Gao et al., 1999) to

label all da neurons, and Gal4221 and Gal4477, which were dorsal neuron, and an amos-dependent dorsal neuron
(Brewster et al., 2001; henceforth referred to as dmd1)identified in an enhancer trap screen (D. Cox, G. Tavo-

sanis, W.G., B. Ye, U. Heberlein, unpublished data) to that sends its dendrites to an internal nerve (likely the
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Figure 2. cut Expression in Embryonic and Larval da Neurons

(A) Anti-Cut (F2 antibody) staining (green) of embryonic dorsal cluster in two adjacent segments. Segments are separated by an upper tick
mark. Multidendritic neurons labeled by the E7-2-36 enhancer trap are magenta. Names of da neurons are white and provided with their
designated class (I–IV). Names of non-da multidendritic neurons are shaded gray. es neurons and their support cells are labeled with Cut,
but not �-gal, antibodies. Inset: single channel image of the Cut label of da neurons. Dorsal is up and anterior is to the left in this and all
subsequent panels. Scale bar � 20 �m.
(B) Ventral and lateral clusters stained for Cut (green) and E7-2-36 enhancer activity (magenta). Segments are separated by an upper tick
mark. Inset: single channel image of ventral cluster Cut label. Scale bar � 20 �m.
(C) Quantification of Cut immunoreactivity (measured as mean pixel intensity) in stage 16 embryonic da neurons. Numbers are cells measured.
(D) Expression of Cut in the dorsal cluster of a second instar larva. Class II, III, and IV neurons are indicated. Inset: cut antibody labeling of
ventral cluster class II (arrowheads), III, and IV neurons.
(E) Gal4109(2)80-driven mCD8::GFP (magenta) merged with Cut (green) with the identities of each neuron indicated. Anti-Cut was imaged in the
red channel and anti-mCD8 in the green channel but switched during processing to maintain consistency with (A) and (B).
(F) Expression of Cut in the dorsal cluster of a third instar larva. Cut-positive da neurons are indicated according to their morphological class
(II, III, or IV). Cell bodies of class I neurons are outlined.
(G) Gal4109(2)80-driven mCD8::GFP (magenta) merged with Cut (green). Anti-Cut was imaged in the red channel and anti-mCD8 in the green
channel but switched during processing to maintain consistency with (A) and (B).
(H) Summary of Cut levels and dendrite morphologies of da neurons. Gray boxes indicate significantly different levels for all cells within the
group in embryos.

“td” neuron of Gao et al., 1999). These results indicated neurons (Blochlinger et al., 1990). We examined cut ex-
pression in embryonic stages to determine the relation-that ASC-dependent da neurons are distributed in all

four morphological classes. ship, if any, between these levels and the morphological
categories proposed for the da neurons (Grueber et al.,
2002). We used Cut antibodies directed against acut Expression in the da Neurons

The selector gene cut acts in ASC-dependent lineages C-terminal protein (Blochlinger et al., 1988, 1990) to stain
embryos of the enhancer line E7-2-36 (which bestowsto specify cell identity (Blochlinger et al., 1991) and is

expressed at different levels in various embryonic da all md neurons with lacZ expression). We found that
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Figure 3. cut Mutant Phenotype of Class III Neurons

(A) Class III neurons (ddaA shown here) show extensive protrusions or dendritic spikes (arrowheads) extending from each major dendrite
branch. Inset, high Cut expression in class III neurons (small arrowhead; the same neuron marked with GFP). Dorsal is up and anterior is to
the left in this and all subsequent panels. Scale bar � 50 �m for (A)–(B�).
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during embryonic stages, most da neurons express Cut resolve the phenotype. We therefore explored the
changes to dendrite morphology caused by loss of Cutbut at different levels (Figures 2A and 2B). These levels

were serially repeated in each abdominal segment (tho- at the level of single identifiable neurons. We used the
MARCM system (Lee and Luo, 1999) to generateracic segments were not examined) and showed a close

correlation with morphological class (Figure 2C). Cut mCD8::GFP-labeled cut homozygous mutant neurons
in an otherwise heterozygous cut background. We re-immunoreactivity was high in class III neurons, which

show many short dendritic spikes; medium in the class combined two lethal II group cut alleles, ctc145 and ctdb3,
into different MARCM configurations and used hetero-IV neurons, which have expansive and highly complex

arbors, and in the sparsely branching class II neurons; zygous Gal4109(2)80, which labels da neurons, bipolar neu-
rons, cells of the chordotonal organ, and oenocytes (Gaoand below detection in the simple class I neurons

(Figure 2C). et al., 1999), to mark our mutant clones. ctc145 and ctdb3

are considered null alleles (Jack, 1985; Blochlinger etCut is expressed in sense organ precursors and their
progeny, consistent with a role in identity specification al., 1988).

We focused our analysis first on neurons that consis-(Blochlinger et al., 1990; Figures 2A and 2B). However,
an intriguing aspect of cut expression is that it persists tently showed the highest levels of Cut immunoreactiv-

ity, the class III neurons, reasoning that these mightin postmitotic cells (Blochlinger et al., 1990, 1993). To
examine Cut expression in da neurons at larval stages, show the most dramatic phenotypes. We obtained

clones of each of the five class III neurons, and indeed allwe labeled both a wild-type strain and Gal4109(2)80, UAS-
mCD8::GFP heterozygotes with a Cut antibody directed showed dendrite branching and elongation phenotypes

(n � 49). The phenotypes were of two broad categories.against an N-terminal peptide (Blochlinger et al., 1988).
We examined second and third instar larval stages and Dendrites of both dorsal cluster neurons, ddaA and

ddaF, showed a dramatic defect in higher-order branchingfound that as in embryos, cut was expressed in class
II, III, and IV neurons and was not detected in class I and elongation, resulting in a highly reduced dendritic

field (Figures 3A–3C and 3F). ddaA showed slightly lessneurons (Figures 2D–2G). The relative levels seen in lar-
val neurons were the same as in embryos (Figures 2A extreme phenotypes than ddaF, and examination of the

dendritic trunks of ddaA revealed an absence of theand 2B), although at these later stages, staining in class
IV neurons appeared stronger than in the class II neurons “spikes” that distinguish the class III neurons (Figures

3B and 3B�). ldaB occasionally showed a severe growth(Figures 2D–2G). Thus, neurons showing the highest Cut
levels throughout embryonic and larval development phenotype similar to ddaF and ddaA (4 of 15 clones

examined) but more often fell into the second categorymatched those that exhibit short dendritic spikes along
their main trunks (Figure 2H), while relatively lower levels of phenotypes, which was an absence or severe reduc-

tion of dendritic spikes with only partially reduced pri-were associated with class IV and class II morphologies.
These results suggested that Cut might be a good candi- mary dendritic trunks (Figure 3D). A lack of spikes was

also the dominant phenotype of v’pda (Figure 3E) anddate for a regulator of class-specific properties of den-
drites. vdaD (data not shown). These phenotypes resulted in a

significant reduction in total dendritic length and number
of branch points (Figures 3G and 3H). When standard-Single-Cell Analysis of cut Function

in Class III Neurons ized to total dendrite length, the decrease in branching
remained significant (p � 0.05; Wilcoxon two-sampleThe cut locus is large, and mutations showing embryonic

and adult phenotypes fall into five groups (Jack, 1985; test), indicating that the effect on branching is not a
secondary consequence of decreased dendrite elonga-Blochlinger et al., 1988; Liu et al., 1991). Mutations that

disrupt the coding region (the lethal II group; Jack, 1985) tion. These data supported a crucial role for Cut in the
acquisition of the class-specific spiked morphology ofaffect cell fate decisions in external sensory organs of

the PNS and are embryonic lethal (Bodmer et al., 1987; the class III neurons.
Blochlinger et al., 1988). For initial experiments to exam-
ine the role of Cut in dendrite morphogenesis, we exam- cut Regulation of Morphogenesis in Dorsal Class

IV, II, and I Neuronsined embryonic phenotypes using pan-da markers, such
as elav-Gal4 and Gal4109(2)80. These experiments sug- Other da neurons that do not have the spiked dendrite

morphology of the class III neurons showed relativelygested that arbors became simplified in cut� embryos
(data not shown); however, embryonic lethality and la- weaker labeling with Cut antibodies (Figure 2). Focusing

primarily on the dorsal cluster because of the largerbeling of many neurons together limited our ability to

(B and B�) Lacking Cut, the class III neuron ddaA shows few of its characteristic protrusions (arrowhead) and a reduced dendrite elongation
(B�). Inset, Cut label of the dorsal cluster with the ddaA clone outlined. Clone genotype: w ctc145 FRT19A/w ctc145 FRT19A; Gal4109(2)80, UAS-
mCD8::GFP/�.
(C) cut� clone of ddaF (left) and phenotypes of several cut� ddaF clones (right). cut� clones shown in (C)–(E) were made using the ctc145 allele.
Scale bar � 100 �m.
(D) cut� clone of ldaB (left) and the phenotypes of several cut� ldaB clones (right). Scale bar � 100 �m.
(E) cut� clone of v’pda (left) and the phenotypes of several cut� v’pda clones (right). Scale bar � 100 �m.
(F) Quantification of dendritic field area for ddaA and ddaF in cut� and cut� clones.
(G) Quantification of number of branch points for ldaB and v’pda in cut� and cut� clones.
(H) Quantification of total dendrite length for ldaB and v’pda in cut� and cut� clones. Asterisks in (F)–(H), p � 0.05 (Wilcoxon two-sample
test).
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Figure 4. cut Mutant Phenotype of the Class IV Neuron ddaC

(A) MARCM clone of the class IV neuron ddaC. Inset shows Cut antibody labeling with the Cut-positive nucleus of ddaC indicated with an
asterisk. Clone genotype: y w FRT19A/y w FRT19A; Gal4109(2)80, UAS-mCD8::GFP/�. Dorsal is up and anterior is to the left in this and all subsequent
panels. Scale bar � 50 �m.
(B) cut� class IV neuron, ddaC, does not extend dense branches to cover the epidermis. Inset shows lack of Cut antibody staining in the
mutant ddaC neuron (oval). Two adjacent class III neurons express high levels of Cut. Clone genotype: y w ctdb3 FRT9�2/y w ctdb3 FRT9�2;
Gal4109(2)80, UAS-mCD8::GFP/hsFLP. Scale bar � 50 �m.
(C) Range of ddaC branching phenotypes using the ctc145 allele (ctdb3 gave a similar range). For reference, a cut� clone is traced in Figure 1F.
Scale bar � 100 �m.
(D) Distribution of number of branch points (left) and total dendritic length (right) for control clones (black bars) and mutant clones made with
the ctc145 allele (gray bars), showing the variability of ddaC phenotypes. Each bar represents data from a single individual neuron. The order
of the neuron from left to right is maintained in both graphs.

number of clones obtained from this region, we exam- (Figures 4C and 4D), suggesting that Cut regulates the
terminal branching pattern of these cells. The least af-ined whether Cut might regulate morphogenesis also

in these low-level neurons. The class IV neuron ddaC fected neurons showed a degree of branching compara-
ble to control neurons (Figures 4C and 4D). A similarnormally innervates a large region of the body wall with

a highly branched arbor (Figure 4A). We found that in range of phenotypes was observed in the two ventral
class IV neurons (data not shown). Given the frequentcut� clones, ddaC showed decreased dendrite branching

and elongation (Figure 4B) and that the severity of these strong branching and elongation defects (Figures 4C
and 4D) and the expression of Cut in sensory precursordefects was highly variable from cell to cell. The most

severely affected neurons extended a “skeleton” of the cells (Blochlinger et al., 1988, 1990), the variation in
clone phenotype might be due to perdurance of wild-normal class IV arbor with a complete loss of higher-

order branches and a reduced overall dendrite length type protein (see Lee and Luo, 1999; Lee et al., 2000).
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Figure 5. cut Mutant Phenotype of Class II Neurons

(A) A representative cut� class II neuron, ddaB. Clone genotype: y w FRT19A/y w FRT19A; Gal4109(2)80, UAS-mCD8::GFP/�. Dorsal is up and
anterior is to the left in this and all subsequent panels. Scale bar � 50 �m.
(B) In ctc145 clones, ddaB shows severely decreased dendrite elongation. The axon of a nearby neuron is indicated by a white arrow. Clone
genotype: w ctc145 FRT19A/w ctc145 FRT19A; Gal4109(2)80, UAS-mCD8::GFP/�. Scale bar � 50 �m.
(C) A ddaB cut mutant clone (green) costained with Cut (inset) to identify the neuron based on its position relative to other dorsal neurons.
ddaB is flanked by strongly labeled class III and class IV neurons. Same genotype and same scale as in (B).
(D) Quantification of dendritic field area in cut� and cut� clones. Asterisk, p � 0.05 (Wilcoxon two-sample test).
(E) Quantification of number of branch points for ldaA in cut� and cut� clones.

The class II neurons normally label weakly with Cut required for a terminal branching morphology specific
to the class III sensory neurons and for the normal mor-antibodies (Figure 2) and extend expansive, yet sparsely

branched arbors (Figure 5A). The dorsal cluster class II phology of neurons that show lower levels of Cut immu-
noreactivity. Neurons that show no detectable Cut ex-neuron ddaB showed a severe and completely penetrant

decrease in dendrite growth in cut� clones (n � 15; pression showed no such requirement.
Figures 5B–5D). The final form of mutant clones resem-
bled the typical mutant phenotype of the dorsal cluster Effect of cut Ectopic Expression in Neurons

that Normally Lack Cutclass III neurons, ddaA and ddaF, with a single dorsal
branch that ended as a tuft of dendrites immediately Based on the patterns of cut expression in the da neu-

rons (Figure 2) and the loss of function phenotypes,anterior to the dorsal cluster. Among the class II neu-
rons, this severe growth phenotype was specific to ddaB class-specific dendrite branching could be regulated by

different levels of Cut activity. More specifically, high(n � 14). ldaA and the ventral neurons showed variable
reductions in branching in cut� clones compared to levels of Cut might lead to dendrites with numerous

short terminal branches (i.e., spikes), while maintainingcontrols (Figure 5E; p � 0.1 for ldaA, p � 0.05 for ldaA,
vdaC, and vdaA pooled; Wilcoxon two-sample test). low levels in neurons may lead to simpler arbors. We

tested this hypothesis first by expressing cut ectopicallyConsidering the already sparse dendrites extended by
these neurons and the possibility of Cut perdurance in in neurons with simpler branch morphologies that nor-

mally lack detectable Cut protein. The class I neuronsmutant clones, these results together suggest that Cut
expressed in ddaB and also in other class II neurons is typically extend few fine dendritic branches, and in later

larval instars these were often stable over the course ofimportant for proper dendrite branching.
The two dorsal class I neurons, ddaD and ddaE, 1–2 days (n � 17; Figures 7A and 7A�). We found that

Gal4-induced ectopic expression of cut in these neu-showed normal dendrite morphologies in mutant clones
(n � 20; Figures 6A and 6B), and quantification of the rons, beginning late in embryogenesis, caused a com-

pletely penetrant acquisition of exuberant short den-average number of branch points and total dendritic
length of the two dorsal neurons revealed no significant dritic branches (n � 300 cells examined; Figure 7B).

Ectopic branching was apparent by the first instar stagedifferences from control clones (Figures 6C and 6D).
These results are consistent with the lack of detectable (data not shown) and persisted throughout larval devel-

opment. Monitoring of cells over time revealed thatCut immunoreactivity in both cells.
In summary, our clonal analysis indicated that Cut is these terminal branches were highly dynamic (n � 25;
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Figure 6. Lack of Detectable Phenotype in
cut Mutant Dorsal Class I da Neurons

(A) A cut� clone of the class I neuron, ddaE.
Clone genotype: y w FRT19A/y w FRT19A;
Gal4109(2)80, UAS-mCD8::GFP/�. Dorsal is up
and anterior is to the left in this and all subse-
quent panels. Scale bar � 50 �m.
(B) ddaE shows a normal dendrite morphol-
ogy in cut� clones. Clone genotype: w ctc145

FRT19A/w ctc145 FRT19A; Gal4109(2)80, UAS-
mCD8::GFP/�. Scale bar � 50 �m.
(C) Quantification of number of branch points
for ddaD and ddaE.
(D) Quantification of total dendrite length for
ddaD and ddaE.

Figure 7B�). At successive time periods spaced over 2 branching and elongation or in a level-dependent fash-
ion. To examine this issue, we tested the effect of boost-days, we identified apparently stable branches of vari-

ous lengths, branches that had shortened, and branches ing Cut levels in dorsal cluster class II and class IV
neurons. These neurons normally showed low and me-that had grown or appeared de novo. As was observed

in neurons not expressing Cut ectopically (Figure 7A�), dium levels of Cut, respectively, and required Cut for
proper dendrite morphogenesis (Figures 4 and 5). If dif-the pattern of major trunks was stable (Figure 7B�). A

significant but less extreme overbranching was induced ferent Cut levels contribute to class-specific morpho-
genesis, then the sparse branching of class II neuronsby forced expression of CCAAT-displacement protein

(CDP), a human homolog of Drosophila cut (n � 40 cells and the long terminal branches of class IV neurons might
be augmented or replaced by the type of short spikesexamined; Figures 7C and 7D; Neufeld et al., 1992).

Loss-of-function studies provided evidence that Cut that characterize high-expressing neurons. Lacking a
class-II-specific driver, we used Gal4109(2)80 to drivecontrols dendritic elongation (Figures 3 and 4) and gain-

of-function phenotypes provided further support for mCD8::GFP and uniformly high levels of Cut in all dorsal
da neurons and then selectively visualized the class IIsuch a role. Class I neurons ectopically expressing Cut

or CDP showed a larger dendritic field and greater total neuron ddaB by ablating all other neurons except for
this one and the dmd1 neuron (which lies immediatelydendrite length than control neurons (Figure 7D). Fur-

thermore, each class I neuron extended dendrites be- dorsal to ddaB and aided in its identification). Following
the cell ablations, larvae were recovered and left to de-yond the segment borders when forced to express Cut.

In this respect, these arbors were distinct from the den- velop for 1–2 days before immunolabeling to examine
dendrite morphology and Cut expression. Laser ablationdrites typical of class I neurons, which terminate within

segments (Figure 7A; Grueber et al., 2002), and more was specific to those cells targeted and in control ani-
mals revealed the full normal morphology of ddaB (n �like the highly branched dendrites of class III and class

IV neurons, which can cross segment boundaries. 9 cells; Figure 8A). When Cut was driven to high levels,
dendrites were transformed to a highly branched mor-
phology with more numerous and dense short terminalEffect of cut Overexpression in Low-Level

and Medium-Level Neurons spikes extending from main branches (Figures 8B–8D,
n � 12). To examine whether class IV neurons also ac-Because Cut is normally not detected in the class I

neurons, the above results do not address whether Cut quire an alternate morphology in response to Cut over-
expression we used a class IV-specific Gal4 line, Gal4477acts as a binary on-off switch to induce dendrite
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Figure 7. Effect of cut Ectopic Expression on Class I Neuron Dendrite Morphology

(A and A�) Gal4221-driven mCD8::GFP in the ventral class I neuron, vpda. (A�) 24 hr time lapse of vpda dendrites beginning in second instar
larva reveals little remodeling of fine dendrites. Yellow arrowhead indicates an example of a remodeling terminal, and a red arrowhead indicates
apparently stable branches. Images in (A) and (A�) are not of the same neuron. Dorsal is up and anterior is to the left in this and all subsequent
panels. Scale bar � 50 �m in (A).
(B and B�) Outgrowth and branching phenotype induced by Gal4221-driven cut expression. Note the the extensive branching from the lateral
dendritic trunks. (B�) Time lapse of arbors starting in mid-second instar stage (top) and imaged 15 (middle) and 40 (bottom) hr later reveals
dynamic growth and branching of some arbors (yellow arrowheads) and relative stability of others (red arrowheads). Images in B and B� are
not of the same neuron. Scale bar � 50 �m in (B).
(C) Outgrowth and branching phenotype induced by Gal4221-driven CDP expression.
(D) Quantification of the number of branch points, total dendritic length, and dendritic field area for control, Cut-expressing, and CDP-
expressing class I neurons. Asterisks, p � 0.05 (Wilcoxon two-sample test).

to drive high levels of Cut beginning late in embryogene- with both spiked and curved morphologies (n � 1796
terminals; Figures 8F and 8G). Cut overexpression insis. In contrast to the normal long and sinuous terminal

dendrites shown by class IV neurons (Figure 8E), overex- class III neurons produced no obvious defects in termi-
nal branching (data not shown).pression of Cut induced significantly shorter terminals
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Figure 8. Effect of cut Overexpression on Class II and Class IV Neuron Morphologies

(A) Normal morphology of the class II neuron, ddaB after ablation of surrounding dorsal cluster da neurons (see upper inset). The cell body
is indicated by an arrow and major anterior dendritic arbors by white arrowheads. Yellow arrowheads bracket the dorsal directed branch from
which quantitative data were collected. Lower inset: Cut immunolabel showing low levels of fluorescence in ddaB (arrow). Dorsal is up and
anterior is to the left in this and all subsequent panels. Scale bar � 50 �m.
(B) Morphology of ddaB expressing Cut under the control of the Gal4109(2)80. Other dorsal da neurons were ablated as in (A), upper inset. A
white arrow indicates the cell body of ddaB, white arrowheads point to ectopic branching of anterior arbors, and yellow arrowheads bracket
the dorsal arbor from which quantitative data were collected. Inset: Cut immunolabel showing high level of staining in ddaB (arrow). Scale
bar � 50 �m.
(C) Quantification of the number of branches on the dorsal dendrite. Asterisks, p � 0.05 (Wilcoxon two-sample test).
(D) Dorsal dendrite length divided by number of branch points. Asterisks, p � 0.05 (Wilcoxon two-sample test).
(E) ddaC neuron expressing mCD8::GFP under the control of one copy of Gal4477 showing the normal branching pattern. An arrow points to
the cell body that labels moderately for Cut protein (inset) and arrowheads indicate fine branches.
(F) ddaC expressing high levels of Cut arising from Gal4477,UAS-mCD8::GFP -driven UAS-cut. An arrow points to the Cut-positive nucleus (see
inset) and arrowheads point to some of the many short branches that extend from the main dendritic trunks.
(G) Quantification of change in terminal branch length upon ectopic expression of Cut. Asterisks, p � 0.05 (Wilcoxon two-sample test).

Because Cut is observed at low to moderate levels in during development by focusing on the regulation of da
sensory neuron morphogenesis by the Cut homeopro-the dorsal class II and IV neurons and also required in

these cells for proper dendritogenesis (Figures 4 and tein. Previous reports suggested that different da neu-
rons express different levels of Cut (Blochlinger et al.,5), these overexpression studies argue against binary

regulation by Cut. Instead, it appears that the particular 1990). The distribution of neurons showing these differ-
ent levels appeared to correlate with distinct morpholog-levels of Cut expressed by different da neurons are es-

sential for their class-specific morphology. ical properties of dendrites (Grueber et al., 2002), which
we explicitly examined by immunolabeling of embryonic
and larval stages. We found that the highest levels ofDiscussion
immunoreactivity were consistently shown by neurons
sharing a common morphological property, namelyWe have addressed how different classes of neurons

can acquire stereotyped dendrite branching patterns short spikes extending from main dendritic trunks. Other
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classes of neurons showed either medium to low levels However, transcription factors expressed at later stages
of differentiation can selectively control fine aspects ofof Cut (class IV and class II, respectively) or levels that

were below the limit of detection (class I). Our conclu- morphogenesis (Arber et al., 2000; Mollereau et al., 2001;
Livet et al., 2002). For example, in Drosophila photore-sions regarding Cut levels are based on multiple criteria,

including matching results with antibodies directed ceptor formation, the spalt gene complex controls rhab-
domere morphology and opsin gene expression, but notagainst either N-terminal or C-terminal regions of Cut, a

reproducible staining pattern in multiple body segments axon projection pattern (Mollereau et al., 2001). Con-
versely, the runt transcription factor controls a subset(Figures 2A and 2B), and consistent levels of intensity

within independently-derived morphological classes of of axon projection patterns without altering the expres-
sion of numerous markers of cell identity (Kaminker etneurons. Thus, although levels of immunoreactivity

might not provide a linear readout of protein levels and al., 2002). The expression of Cut in both sensory precur-
sors and differentiated neurons, together with studiesdo not necessarily reflect differences in activity, these

considerations supported the notion that different levels of cut function in the PNS, suggest that it might control
both the identity and later development of da neuronsof Cut might be important for establishing morphological

distinctions between da neurons. (Blochlinger et al., 1990; Brewster and Bodmer, 1995;
Brewster et al., 2001; this study). If Cut does generallyGiven the expression patterns of Cut described

above, we hypothesized that high Cut directs the pro- specify da neuron fate, then our ability to transform
dendrite morphology by postmitotic expression of Cutduction of more complex arbors, perhaps specifically

the dendritic spikes shown by the class III neurons, and argues that this aspect of identity is not established in
an all-or-nothing fashion at the time of neuronal birth.that low levels lead to simpler dendrites. Results from

loss-of-function and gain-of-function manipulations Because the Cut protein contains several DNA binding
motifs (including a homeodomain and three Cut repeats;provided strong support for this scenario and suggest

that different levels of Cut direct different patterns of Blochlinger et al., 1988) and is localized to the nucleus,
it likely controls dendrite morphology through transcrip-dendrite morphogenesis. First, in cut� clones, class III

neurons showed severe reductions in their class-spe- tional regulation. Such a mechanism of action is sup-
ported by the ability of mammalian cut homolog withcific spikes and resembled simpler skeletons of their

normal arbor (Figure 3). Conversely, ectopic expression conserved DNA binding domains (Neufeld et al. 1992;
Andres et al., 1994; Nepveu, 2001) to partially rescueof Cut in nonexpressing neurons and in lower-level neu-

rons initiated the branching of numerous spiked struc- Cut loss-of-function (Ludlow et al., 1996) and induce
growth of da neuron dendritic arbors (Figure 7). Althoughtures from their main dendritic trunks, causing these

dendrites to take the appearance of class III arbors (Fig- level-dependent regulation of dendrite morphology by
homeoproteins has, to our knowledge, not previouslyures 7 and 8). Thus, these classes of neurons are capable

of extending class III-like spiked dendrites, but for the been demonstrated, level-dependent control of cell
identity by homeoproteins has been shown in bothclass II and class IV neurons, the levels of Cut that direct

their proper morphogenesis apparently fall below a re- nonneuronal and neuronal systems (Driever and Nüss-
lein-Volhard, 1988b; Struhl et al., 1989; Vallstedt et al.,quired threshold. Considering that Cut is also required

for proper dendritogenesis in class IV and class II neu- 2001). Bicoid, for example, is distributed in a morphogen
gradient along the anterior-posterior axis of the syncytialrons (Figures 4 and 5), it might regulate class-specific

traits not only in class III neurons, but also in other Drosophila embryo (Driever and Nüsslein-Volhard,
1988a) and can exert threshold-dependent effects onneurons when expressed at lower levels.

Our results raise potential parallels for Cut action in gene expression by cooperative DNA binding (Burz et
al., 1998), which may be an important mechanism ofes organs and da neurons. Merritt (1997) suggested that

several distinctions between es and ch sensory organs target gene activation as the embryonic body pattern is
organized. The identities of transcriptional targets of Cutcould result from changes to the program specifying

dendritic growth, in particular an enhanced growth of in the embryonic and larval PNS are not yet known.
Based on the present results, Cut could control the ex-the outer dendritic segment of Cut-positive es neurons

relative to Cut-negative ch neurons. Differential growth pression of key regulators of dendrite branching.
cut homologs have been identified in several verte-of these dendrites would likely, in turn, influence the

shape and position of support cells and cuticular struc- brates, including human, dog, chick, and mouse (Neu-
feld et al., 1992; Andres et al., 1992; Valarché et al.,tures (Merritt, 1997). In the da neurons, several of the

morphological differences between neurons likely entail 1993; Yoon and Chikaraishi, 1994; Quaggin et al., 1996).
The ability of a mammalian cut homolog to regulatechanges in the relative extent of dendrite elongation and

branching and/or branch stabilization–programs that, dendrite development in Drosophila raises the possibil-
ity of conserved roles in regulating neuronal morphogen-according to gain-of-function and loss-of-function re-

sults, appear to be regulated by Cut. Thus, cut may esis. Indeed, of the two murine cut homologs, Cux-1 is
expressed in many adult tissues including the nervousprovide a promising nodal point for examining how di-

verse dendrite morphologies are established among dif- system, while Cux-2 is expressed solely in the develop-
ing and adult nervous system (Valarché et al., 1993;ferent groups of Drosophila sensory neurons.

Does Cut specify cell identity among the da neurons Quaggin et al., 1996). In embryonic stages, Cux-2 is
expressed in the telencephalon, trigeminal ganglion,or, rather, selectively control dendrite morphogenesis?

Homeodomain transcription factors, including Cut, have and spinal cord (Quaggin et al., 1996). In the adult, strong
expression is observed in the thalamus, pyramidal neu-well-established roles in cell fate specification (Bloch-

linger et al., 1988; Briscoe et al., 2000; Jessell, 2000). rons of the hippocampus, the granule cell layer of the
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analyses were performed on individual neurons only when at leastdentate gyrus, and amygdala, while lower levels are seen
five MARCM clones (range 5–20) each were reconstructed for mu-in the cerebral cortex (Quaggin et al., 1996). Based on
tant and control. Quantification of class II arbors in ectopic expres-such widespread distribution in the mammalian central
sion experiments was performed on the dorsal-directed branch due

and peripheral nervous system, it will be interesting to to the extensive overlap of anterior-directed arbors with arbors from
examine potential roles for Cux genes in cell identity neurons in adjacent segments. Sampling of these anterior dendrites

revealed no major differences from dorsal dendrites.specification and neuronal morphogenesis in verte-
Cut immunofluorescence was quantified in E7-2-36 embryos (tobrates. Perhaps further studies of how Cut acts to regu-

allow unambiguous identification of each neuron) double-labeledlate dendrite morphology in Drosophila will prove useful
with rabbit anti-Cut (F2) and rat anti-�-galactosidase antibodies. Allfor dissecting this potentially important mechanism by
embryos were processed in a single batch. Images were collected

which homeoproteins contribute to cellular diversity. on a Leica TCS SP2 confocal microscope in one sitting using a 40	

objective as 1024 	 1024 0.5 �m Z sections at 500–535 Hz emission,
Experimental Procedures minimum laser power, 500 gain, airy 1 pinhole (81.42 �), and 3.5	

zoom. Each neuron was identified in three adjacent sections of the
Fly Stocks Z series, and manually outlined in eight-bit mode in ImageJ (NIH)
We identified ASC-independent neurons using the stock Df(1)scB57

to obtain the average pixel intensity. The highest of these three
w sn/FM6 y w B; Gal4109(2)80, UAS-GFP. We generated by standard values was taken as the intensity value for each cell. Because back-
genetic techniques and mated the following pairs of lines for ground levels might vary for different animals, we outlined random
MARCM analysis: (1) tub-Gal80, hsFLP, FRT19A; Gal4109(2)80, UAS- Cut-negative epidermal cells and subtracted these values from the
mCD8::GFP/CyO to (2) w ctc145 FRT19A/y�ct�Y, and (3) y w ctdb3 FRT9-2/ raw intensity measurements. Cut staining was also examined quali-
FM6; hsFLP/� to (4) tub-Gal80, FRT9-2/Y; Gal4109(2)80, UAS- tatively in Canton-S and w1118 strains.
mCD8::GFP (kindly provided by Y. Hong, UCSF). Males of the geno-
type y w FRT19A were crossed to stock (1) above to provide cut�

Cell Ablations
clones. Lines expressing Gal4 in subsets of da neurons were identi- Second instar larvae were placed singly on a glass slide and covered
fied from an enhancer trap screen (original stocks kindly provided by with a small amount of Halocarbon oil (Series 27, Halocarbon Prod-
Dr. Ulrike Heberlein, UCSF), and UAS-mCD8::GFP was recombined ucts Corp., Rivers Edge, NJ) and a 22 	 22 mm glass coverslip.
onto the same chromosome as the insertion. For ectopic cut expres- Cells were ablated using a Micropoint Laser System (Photonic In-
sion experiments, homozygous Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP flies were struments Inc., Arlington Heights, IL) with a 337 nm pulsed nitrogen
crossed to either w;UAS-cutEHK2/CyO, w;UAS-cutEHK2/CyO- act-lacZ, laser. After the ablation, the slide was submerged in a dish of halo-
w;UAS-cut (remobilized by C. Micchelli; courtesy of R. Bodmer), or carbon oil so that the coverslip floated away or could be lifted with
w;UAS-CDP (stocks kindly provided by R. Bodmer, K. Blochlinger, forceps without harm to the larva. Individual larvae were recovered,
and S. Jackson). w1118 flies crossed to the above Gal4 lines produced gently cleaned of oil, and allowed to develop 1–2 days to late third
control larvae. instar on a yeasted grape agar plate kept at 25
C at which time they

were dissected and immunolabeled as described above.
MARCM Analysis and Immunocytochemistry
To generate MARCM clones, embryos were collected for 2 hr and

Time Lapse Imaging
allowed to develop for 3–5 hr at 25
C before providing a heat shock.

Second instar larvae of the genotype UAS-cut/�; Gal4221, UAS-
The heat shock paradigm was 38
C for 45 min, followed by a room

mCD8::GFP/� and Gal4221, UAS-mCD8::GFP/� were covered in an
temperature recovery for 30 min, and 38
C for an additional 30 min.

amount of Halocarbon oil that restricted movement under a 50 	
Late third instar larvae were examined for clones and then dissected,

22 coverslip but prevented bursting of the body wall. After imaging
fixed, and processed according to the methods of Grueber et al.

on a BioRad MRC 600 confocal microscope the slide was immersed
(2002). Because of the morphological changes caused by cut muta-

in a dish of Halocarbon oil, the larva was recovered with forceps
tions, we verified neuronal identity by costaining all clones with rat

and left to develop until the next imaging session at 25
C on a grape
anti-mCD8 (Caltag, Burlingame, CA) and either anti-Cut to identify

juice agar plate with a small dollop of yeast paste.
according to position relative to Cut-positive neurons (Blochlinger
et al., 1988; Blochlinger et al., 1990) or mAb 22C10 (Zipursky et

Acknowledgmentsal., 1984). For Cut immunolabeling, we used rabbit anti-Cut (clp2
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stocks and antibodies; Susan Younger, Mike Rothenberg, Anhthulabeling E7-2-36 embryos, we used 1:5000 rabbit anti-�-gal, and
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